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This is a project
specializing in crypto
coaching & mentoring
for all Sri Lankans. Institute of Technological and Entrepreneurial

Educations Development (Pvt)Ltd.
TP: +94 705 938 238
E-Mail: hello@iteed.lk
web: https://academy.rukmaldeniya.com

Whether you are a beginner or
experienced trader, you will find tools
that can help you take your trading and
investing game to the next level. Going
alone can be challenging, lonely and
boring. As a sub project of ITEED Mete
Campus, Rukmaldeniya Academy is
here with you to go your long journey. 

Our lesson series teaches you
everything you need to know about
crypto trading and investing from zero
to hero including chart analyzing, to
fundamental analysis & predict to
building trading systems.

About
Project

A project of



CRYPTOCURRENCY
ANALYZING & TRADING IN SINHALA

Learn a Step-By-Step Strategy
for Analyzing the market and Making Money

with Cryptocurrencies!
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This course will provide you with
everything you need to know

to become and excellent

crypto investor
in general 100%.

What
You’ll Learn

Develop a strong understanding
of cryptocurrencies and how they
can solve economic issues

The Crypto Revolution

Learn all about Bitcoin, why it’s
valuable, and how it works on the
blockchain

Bitcoin is Digital Gold

Everyone’s talking about it. 
But not many have a clue.
Rukmaldeniya Academy is 
the best place to begin 
your journey.

What is
Crypto?

How to master any candlestick
pattern with Japanese TA and full
guide of western TA with patterns.

Technical Analizing

Lot of strategies for market
analyzing methods with some
rules and must have habits.

Golden Rules & Habits



Cryptocurrency is here to stay. 
While there is so much hype around it, many people are STILL unsure about cryptocurrency and have no idea where to start.

That’s where I come in. I’m K.Rukmaldeniya (Rukaa) , I’ve been many things: lecturer, programmer, founder, and an avid crypto investor.

I first encountered crypto while learning as a software engineer undergraduate in South Eastern University. What began as a side hobby has
become my career. I’ve since spent years understanding and building my crypto portfolio, making a living off blockchain and crypto
investments. In this course, I take you from absolute beginner (like zero knowledge) to being confident enough to open your first crypto
wallet and invest in your first cryptocurrency.

Who Teaches you?

LECTURER
Mr. Kasun Rukmaldeniya
Former Lecturer in IT
Former Course Coordinator of Dip in IT
BSc (Hons) Software Engineering (Second Class Upper), UK
Postgraduate Dip in Education Management and Leadership, UK (Reading)
International Diploma in IT (Pearson)
Diploma in Psychology & Counselling (Reading)
National Vocational Qualification in IT, NAITA



Why Us?

Google Reviews
100% +Rated

Our teaching methodology is far ahead than the 

current traditional teaching and it addresses almost all the

doubts and issues that different traders have around the globe.

These reviews  from the our 100% satisfied old students proves it.

Facebook Reviews
100% Top Rated

Udemy Course Reviews
100% Highest Rated



What Old Students Say?

TESTIMONIALS

These are just a few randomly selected reviews by old students without any coercion.
Anyone can check, all these reviews & comments are live on the internet 
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Course Content

Introduction | Overview Explanation & first guide

Entering the Crypto world | Evolution & basics

Blockchain Explanation (Backbone of crypto)

Cryptocurrency Exchange platforms

Before start this | You should know | Binance

Put the first foot to the Trading | Learn about market

Mastering Candlestick | Japanese Technical Analyzing

Chart Patterns | Western Technical Analyzing

Technical Indicators & Strategies of the Trading

Derivative Financial Contracts | Futures Trading

Golden Rules for Trading | Mandatory Habits

Next Step? How to learn & Update daily

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

What you’ll learn

12 Sections
91 Lectures 
17h 43m Length

Live on 



Any Sri Lankan can learn to
become successful in the

Crypto Market!
No Fundamental or

Technical Knowledge
required to take

this course!

Requirements
No any former knowledge required.

Open-minded attitude. 

You need to have a certain tolerance to risk.

Better to have a PC or Laptop. 
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    That's what all you need!



How to join
You can find online courses for everything from how to buy a car to how
to invest in the stock market. Naturally, cryptocurrency is no exception. 

Will your investment portfolio grow much faster in the next 12 months
after utilizing these proven strategies & secret tactics?
Do you have some money to invest?
Are you reasonably intelligent?
Does your family need extra care or support?
Are you willing to learn a new skill that guarantees you a second
income for the rest of your life?
Would you like to work less and make more?

First, let me ask you this... 

1. Keep doing things the way you have been and remain frustrated, lose
money and simply get use to your average life...

   or

2. Enroll in this Complete Cryptocurrency Trading Course and take
advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to quadruple your
wealth and have a better retirement

Then You Have 2 Clear Choices

I will assume your answers are the same as mine...

https://academy.rukmaldeniya.com

https://academy.rukmaldeniya.com/
https://academy.rukmaldeniya.com/


WhatsApp: +94 705 938 238

E-Mail: academy@rukmaldeniya.com

https://academy.rukmaldeniya.com

CONTACT US

Every single powerful idea you grasp from this course

will earn you a lot of money on your long run!
 

GOOD LUCK Future Traders!

Want to find out how we can help you? 
Let’s talk first.

A sub project of Institute of Technological and Entrepreneurial Educations Development (Pvt)Ltd.
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